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Contents List 

This software package is free for download and comes with several 8suh 

Han (Chinese) pc fonts and web fonts, text files, and one executable 

program. 

 

8suh Han PC Fonts 

1) 8suhU1.ttf 

2) 8suhS1.ttf  

3) 8suhT1.ttf 

4) 8suhA1.ttf 

5) 8suhJ1.ttf 

     6) SimSunEXTB0.ttf 

     7) SimSunEXTB1.ttf 

 8) SimSunEXTU3.ttf 

 9) SimSunEXTS3.ttf 

 10) )SimSunEXTT3.ttf 

11) SimSunEXTA3.ttf 

12) SimSunEXTJ3.ttf 

 

 

8suh Han Web Fonts 



 
 

13) EsuhU.woff  

14) EsuhS.woff  

15) EsuhT.woff  

16) EsuhA.woff  

17) EsuhJ.woff  

18) SimsunExtB0.woff 

19)  SimSunExtB1.woff 

 

 

8suh fonts are the properties of Eight Steps Unihan company. Han Nom 

fonts can be downloaded from University of Tokyo. BabelStonehan font  

from Babelstone.com. Mingliu and Simsun fonts come with Microsoft 

window 10. Make sure you have Nsimsun font from microsoft in your 

C:/windows/fonts directory. 8suhU1, 8suhS1, 8suhT1, 8suhA1 and 8suhJ1 

fonts are designed to cover regional needs and contain up to Unihan 

extension H (Unihan ver 15.0). Couple with SimsunEXTB0 and SimSun-

EXTB1 fonts, using any of the 8suh fonts, you may display all the Unihan 

15.0 glyphs . 8suhS1 is mainly for Chinese simplified users, 8suhT1 is for 

Chinese traditional users and 8suhA1 is ancient Han used in Korean, and 

Hong Kong. Japanese or Vietnamese may use 8suhJ1 font. 8suhU1 is 

UNICODE compliance font. 

Calligraphy fonts 

1) 8stepch篆书 

2) 8stepgr草书 

3) 8steptr行书 



 
 

These fonts are copied from http://fonts.mobanwang.com/ 

模板王and made some modification so that they can be displayed 

vertically. These calligraphy fonts are available from Chinese fonts package 

download. 

 

 

Text and Program files 

There are several text files come with the program 8 Steps Unihan. 

1) 8 Steps Unihan User License 

2) Radicalsp, Radicaltr and Radicalan .txt 

3) TabletextserviceArray  

4) Unihan Text Readings Ver 15.0 

5) Words.txt 

6) Partcode 

7) Multi 

8) EightSteps.exe Third Edition ver 2.0 

9) Webdemo.HTML 

 

1) User License is to allocate the right to use the program with the 

understanding that what the user should know and what they should 

and should not do. 

2) Radical files are for first grid page (basic part page). You may select 

Simplify, Traditional or Ancient. Traditional and Ancient are the same 

except the fonts used are different. 

http://fonts.mobanwang.com/


 
 

3) Tabletextservicearray is a modified Microsoft IME service text table 

(行) for 8 steps unihan typing purpose (八步输入法).  

4) UnihanText reading is provided by Unicode Unihan and this version is 

ver 15.0 of Unicode database (Unihan ver 15.0).  

5) Words text contains all the characters in Unihan and each character 

corresponds to its common parts. It provides a link to the 

corresponding character in “Unihan.reading” text file and its 

meaning, and possible the phonetics in Cantonese, Mandarin, Tang, 

Korean, Japanese and Vietnamese.  

6) Partcode is to show the sample key code when you press 碼 in basic 

part page （first grid page）. 

The Chinese characters in the list are mapped to the intended key 

code on the “QWERTY” keyboard. There are around 96 English 

mnemonic key codes like ‘g’ for 女 (girl) and ‘b’ for 大(big).  See 

appendix A. 

Parts text is a collection of common parts (radicals) of Chinese 

character. When a basic part from the first matrix is selected the 

program will show the sub parts list in the second matrix page. Some  

parts are proper Chinese character itself. Some parts are just symbol 

for linking purposes. Any character like “ ”with two small 

semicircles on the left top corner are parts of Chinese character 

created by the 8 Steps Unihan and not in Unihan character set. Any 

character with one dot on the left top corner is some Chinese 

character available in the fonts and not in Unihan character set. They 

are in the MingLiu font private use area. 

 

8) Multi is a set of text file that contains all related variants. (work in 

progress ) 



 
 

9) EightSteps.exe program 八步全漢 (Third Edition Ver 2.0) 

The purpose of the program is to enable user to find the character with 

the right glyph they wanted (it is a Chinese character typing and Chinese 

words finding program). The user can click a basic part from the first 

matrix page（Basic Part Page）and the program will show a list of sub 

part in second matrix page (Sub Part Page) and after select a part from 

the second matrix page the program will show a list of Chinese 

characters with the same part on the third matrix page (Part List Page字

表). 

First Matrix (Basic Part Page) example 

 

 

        Second Matrix (Sub Part Page) example 



 
 

  

 

The third matrix page has a few features that can allow user to highlight 

the character on the page. If you are in 3 matrix page and wanted that 

page to be backup or reserved, there is a button (save pg) at the bottom 

of the menu. The saved page is also appearing in second matrix page 

and a backup copy saved as a text file in public\documents\8suh 

directory. If you exit the program you can get back the third page by 

clicking the button (load pg). The mouse click on the grid is to select or 

deselect the character. The followings mouse click is happening in third 

page. 

a) Shift key press with a mouse click is to start the range of selected 

(highlighted)/deselect(not highlighted)  characters on the grid. 

b) Shift, Ctrl keys press with a mouse click is to mark the end of the 

range of selected characters on the grid. 



 
 

c) All the highlighted characters are the selected characters. There can 

be a multiple pick (selection) over several pages.  

d) Ctrl key press with a mouse click is to mark the starting character or 

a selected character with highlighted background if it was originally 

not highlighted. If the character was highlighted, the character will 

be marked as unselected (not highlighted). It is in a toggle mode.  

e) Right mouse click will clear all the highlight (selected characters) in 

the grid. It will give you a good start for sequencing according to 

your selection.  

f) When you are on the attribute page (forth matrix page) Scroll bar 

will allow you to scroll through the characters (highlighted or not 

highlighted) on the third matrix page. 

g) When the button ‘drop selected ‘’or $code -> notepad’ were pressed 

the third grid will be freeze after the functions were done. In other 

words, any button beside the changing page button (Up and Down 

button) if pressed will freeze the part list page (third matrix page) 

The fourth matrix page (attribute page) shows a few buttons and boxes.  

The function button, variants boxes of different fonts, a scroll bar and the 

‘$code -> Notepad’ button are as follows. The 1st variant box is to show the 

Unicode Han variants followed by Simplified, Traditional, Ancient and the 

Japanese Han variants. The $code-> notepad is to capture the Unicode code 

point of the highlighted characters in the third grid page. The captured 

characters are also stored in the clipboard memory ( ctrl C); 

There is a search box at the left bottom corner. You may use the 

“internal find” button to search a combination of 1 to 5 Chinese 

common parts (no sequencing is necessary except if any two command 

parts can form one command part, used the one command part. 

Example if you look for character 𤀪 your searching string should be 

either 波頁 or 氵頗 and not 氵皮 頁 ). 



 
 

You may use Enter key to start to search the followings 

a) a partial or complete English word (E=xxx, e=xxx) 

b) a partial key code (K=xxx, k=xxx); end with a period like (K=xxx.);  

Start with a period like (K=.xxx) and exact keycode with two periods 

like (K=.XXX.) (a period is part of the control for the searching 

operation) 

c) a partial or full Unicode code point (U+xxxx, u+xxxx, U+xx, $xxxx) 

If the clipboard box is ticked, double clicks on the search box will show 

the last copied character. You may also use other input methods like 

voice recognition, handwriting, pinyin, zhuyin, Bopomofo, Wubi or 

Cangjie to enter a common part or character in the search box so long 

as your computer provides these features. There is an external link 

button on the attribute page for you to find out how to pronounce the 

character, how to write the character and how a character was 

formed and transformed through the 5 thousand years period. The 

“Internal find” means searching through the 8suh internal files in hard 

disk. The “External link” means searching through internet web sites 

(you need internet wifi connection for the function to work). 

 When a user highlight ( select) a Chinese character on the third matrix 

page , the character and its related attributes will be shown on the forth 

matrix page (attribute page). 

If   ’註明’ (definition) button was clicked, the program will show on 

the fifth page the related context from the reading text from Unicode. 

There is a notepad on the sixth page. You can do editing and typing on 

the notepad. The notepad program was a product from TRichView.com. 

There are a few buttons for you to transfer from the notepad page to 

the third matrix page either highlighted Unicode code points or Chinese 

characters. If you are using a font creator program, you may need the 

button ‘U list->$ string’. It just converts a list of selected font names  

from the fonts editor onto the note pad of EightSteps.exe to a string of 



 
 

Unicode code points start with ($) and the result will stored in the 

clipboard and will not show on the notepad.  

 

10) Web fonts Demo 

The EightSteps.exe has a panel to demo the web fonts. 

Just download and install the Web fonts, Chinese Fonts and the full 

package and start using it. 

This is one of the very few Chinese Web fonts available in the internet for 

window 10. (not fully adopted by Web Browser)  



 
 

Intended audience and Environment 

 

The intended audiences are those English and Chinese computer literate 

who wish to make use of the Chinese language in an efficiency way and 

wider sense.  

The 8 Steps Unihan emphasizes on getting all the available Han characters 

from the Unicode Chinese Character set. It will be good for those who wish 

to write Chinese books, record Chinese medical terms, catalog Chinese 

library books, label historical places  and record their citizen Chinese 

names. If you had installed the 8suh fonts you would get comprehensive 

Chinese fonts for your computer （宋体完𢿋版）. If you are using the 

notepad provided in the program, you can insert pictures in the screen. If 

the user is prepared to learn a new way of typing Chinese, 8 Steps Unihan is 

providing a comprehensive, sustainable, user friendly and efficient way of 

typing method (you just need to learn from the Appendix A at the end of 

this manual). 

a) Comprehensive – it covers all available Han Character from Unihan ver 

15.0 including ext H (updated) 

b) Sustainable – It has all the common parts of Chinese character from 

Unihan. When the Unihan characters are growing the common parts can 

still be reused or recycled. 

c) User friendly – 95 percent of the character key codes are single strike 

(no selection is needed) and not more than 20 characters for selection if 

needed and is within a pane. 

d) Efficient – very few difficult to find character and the program can help 

to search the character and show the user the key code. The key code is 

related either to the English mnemonic, symbolic shapes, operational or 

meaning and these let the user remember and relating them easily. 

There are 2 videos in ‘you tube’ to demonstrate the process of typing  



 
 

English language - http://youtu.be/7KS4fWLIlwA 

Chinese language - https://youtu.be/082FjPr6pX4 

You may get them from http://www.8suh.com/videodemo/ 

Environment 

The OS used for this 8 Steps Unihan (8suh) is latest updated window 10 and the 

Ram used is 8 Gb or more. The user should install the 8suh Web fonts and Chinese 

fonts provided from 8 Steps Unihan initially even if there were already some 

Chinese fonts in the computer. The CPU should be at least Pentium i3 or 

equivalent or higher. A keyboard and a mouse are mandatory. The internet 

connection is necessary. The latest Surface computer from Microsoft with 

window 10 has a lot of good features like hand writing, voice recognition and able 

to display all the fonts from 8suh.  

http://youtu.be/7KS4fWLIlwA
https://youtu.be/082FjPr6pX4
http://www.8suh.com/videodemo/


 
 

Download an Install 

Before you start to install the 8 steps Unihan package, you must make sure 

your computer regional language has been set to “Chinese Traditional Array 

6.0” (Tabletextservicearray 6.0   行表) in Chinese (Traditional Taiwan) 

category from the Time and Language in Window setting.  

 

 

  



 
 

   

Alternatively, you may get the setting start from picture below. On the right 

bottom of the picture a box with yellow highlight 

 

 



 
 

In 行 row, there are two IME, Select the Chinese Traditional Array. 

 

 

You need to set the system local language to Unicode UTF-8 for worldwide 

language support 

 

There are three set of files to be downloaded and installed from 8suh.com 

fully. 

1) 8suh Chinese Fonts 

2) 8suh Chinese Web Fonts 

3) The simplified full package (you may choose Traditional or Ancient 

Chinese font from the package later) 

 



 
 

At the end of installation, the computer should restart automatically.  

However, you need to register the package with your email address 

shown in the webpage and in future a new account code will be send to 

you in your email and make sure your email address is correct.  

 

1) Common Chinese Fonts  

Download the Chinese Fonts 

https://www.8suh.com/EightStepsDownload/textfont/SetupChineseFonts.

exe 

Download the Chinese Web Fonts 

https://www.8suh.com/EightStepsDownload/textfont/SetupChineseWebFo

nts.exe 

Be reminded that the Window system registry will be updated after 

installing the setupchinesefonts.exe 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WINDOW 

NT\CurrentVersion\FontLink\SystemLink 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\WINDOW 

NT\CurrentVersion\LanguagePack\SurrogateFallback 

 

 

Once the installation has completed there will be a set of new Chinese fonts in the 

c:/Windows/fonts directory. 

 

2) The 8 steps Unihan Packages download 

 

https://www.8suh.com/EightStepsDownload/textfont/SetupChineseFonts.exe
https://www.8suh.com/EightStepsDownload/textfont/SetupChineseFonts.exe
https://www.8suh.com/EightStepsDownload/textfont/SetupChineseWebFonts.exe
https://www.8suh.com/EightStepsDownload/textfont/SetupChineseWebFonts.exe


 
 

简体Simplified Application from 

https://www.8suh.com/EightStepsDownload/standard/SetupEightStepSim

pAdv.exe 

 

you have to trust the packages and fonts files as worthy when you 

download form 8suh website. These files are prepared on Microsoft Surface 

i7 windows 10.   

 

https://www.8suh.com/EightStepsDownload/standard/SetupEightStepSimpAdv.exe
https://www.8suh.com/EightStepsDownload/standard/SetupEightStepSimpAdv.exe


 
 

 

 



 
 

 

 



 
 

 

 



 
 

 

There are a few more steps to get through but is intuitive. 

The 8 Steps Unihan License should be read if user wished to know more about the 

program warranty limitation.  User can download the License file from 

https://www.8suh.com/EightStepsDownload/textfont/EIGHTSTEPSLICENSE.pdf 

We have done all we could to ensure the safety and secure running of the 

application and we do not wish to be in a trouble situation,n so we disclaim of any 

liability of any responsibility. 

https://www.8suh.com/EightStepsDownload/textfont/EIGHTSTEPSLICENSE.pdf


 
 

Click clicks click 

If the user is a computer illiterate, it is only fair that the user learns how to 

click the mouse and types the key on the keyboard before using the 

program. If a user knows only English or only Chinese, it is appropriate that 

the user should learn some basic word of English and Chinese before using 

the program. The words from Appendix A for Chinese and English were 

required to type Chinese character. This program used some English and 

Chinese words. If you are interested in typing Chinese character without 

interruption from finding the difficult words, you have come to the right 

place. Once you learn how to click through the program to find what you 

want, you are ready to learn how to type Chinese characters in 8 Steps 

Unihan. 

Instead of clicking on a mouse, and if you have a touch screen facility, you 

may touch your way through.  

  



 
 

Find the meaning 

There are two ways of finding the meaning of the Chinese character selected. 

a) Externally 

After a character is displayed on the attribute page, user may select an external 

website to find out more about the character. 

In this Third Edition ver1.0, Google Translate, Han Dictionary , 康𤋮字典, 説文解

字360 and GlyphWiki are recommended. They are excellent websites for this 

purpose. 

The Google translate web page will be displayed after you select the radio button 

and click on the external button. Google translate is good for reading the 

character and explain in different languages.  

Han Dictionary (Zdic.net) is good for learning how to write the character. To find 

the associate characters or variants which have a different way of writing.  

康𤋮字典, 説文解字360 are good for finding about how the character was being 

used and also the Chinese medicine names . 

GlyphWiKi is good for Han fonts used by Japanese and other Ancient Han users. 

There will be several websites available for the meaning of the character and in 

case it is not available for some of the extended Chinese character, go for the 

manual dictionary. Now, the variants collection for the 8 steps Unihan had started 

to clean the third time, there would be several rounds of clean up. (too massive 

approx. about another 3 more years from end of 2022).  

There is an additional web site Unihan Ext H table look up. When the webpage 

appears, you need to click the search icon and press ctrl V to paste the Unicode 

code into the search box. The character for you to search will appear on the 

screen. 

b) Internally  



 
 

The user may double click the search box to paste the characters from clipboard  

if the clipboard box was ticked, or type into the search box English words or 

Chinese common part or cut and paste from anywhere else or even write into it if 

you have the facility of hand writing. You may type in partial code point or the 

partial key code. Click the ‘internal find’ search button or press the return key on 

the search box. The program will list out all the characters related to the common 

parts in the search box on the third page. Select one of the characters in the third 

page and press the attribute button or just right mouse click on the character and 

it will bring you to the fourth page (attribute page). If 同部字button appeared on 

the attribute page, you may click the 同部字button to get to another round of 

common part list. You may click on 註明button and you will get to the fifth page 

for the meaning prepared by Unicode Consortium.  

  

 

  



 
 

Extension 

8 Steps Unihan provides a free registered program .  The user may download 

and use the advanced program files and font files by registering the user name, 

address, email address. The free program is for search of Chinese character and 

typing Chinese characters. If you wish to communicate with the author  or 

support as a sponsor you need to subscribe.  

Program flows in Screenshots 

Screenshots first page -- primary common parts (radicals) 

   

User may select a radical character (basic common part of Chinese character) 

from the matrix and single click (touch) on it.  If the selected part is what you 

wanted, click the ‘-〉 attribute 屬性 ’ button to go to attribute page. 

 

Screenshots second page -- related part lists 



 
 

  

The program will show on the second page of common parts list. User may again 

select the desired common part from the matrix by single click on it and the 

related characters pages may appear on the third matrix pages (max 16 pages). 

Screenshots third page – final characters lists 



 
 

  

User may select again the desired character from the matrix and click on it. 

You will be shown the attribute page if you click the attribute button at the 

bottom. On the attribute page, sometimes the character may have many ways of 

writing. You may see different type of glyphs on the attribute page matrix boxes.   



 
 

Screenshots forth page – character attributes 

圖片 

The program will show the attribute of the character on the forth page (attribute 

page). If the user is still looking for the character he wanted and taking the 

character shown as common part, the user may click on the ‘同部字’ same part 

button for another round of common part list otherwise the user may click on the 

‘註明’ button to display the dictionary like text (reading text ver 13.0) from 

Unicode on the Definition page.   



 
 

 

Screenshots fifth page Unicode Dictionary like info. 

The program shows the dictionary like text from Unicode Consortium. The version 

of this text is from ver 15.0 Unihan Reading file. 

Screenshots page sixth – Notepad 



 
 

圖片

 

You may prepare your document on this page if you know how to type. You can 

also download any rich text format file (rtf) and do editing on this page and later 

save the file back to disk folder. If you see some of the characters not appear 

correctly, please high light  the whole page and select the 8suh fonts like 

8stepA1 from the font box and a larger font size from the font size box.   



 
 

Screenshots external page  -- webpages window 
 

 

 

If the user wanted to go further for the external information about the character, 

the user may use the character in attribute page and select external link button.  

In this example the program uses Google translate page to start with. The user 

can do anything with the browser as it is a proper window web browser.  

Backup, Uninstall, , Clean up,  and  Reinstall 

Some technical knowledge is necessary to maintain the system integrity. 

If you have installed several times and encounter some problems, there may 

have some old files corrupted.  

To clean up, you need to run the uninstall from apps in window setting  and 

pick Eight Steps Unihan fonts and Eight Steps Unihan package (eg simp 

advanced) so that you may uninstall the 8suh package and fonts through 

window apps.   

 

 

 



 
 

Before you do that, you should have a backup of your important and good 

condition files and directory. Backup is the only sure way to recover. 

Type “UNINSTALL” at the pigeon hole next to start icon.  Select “Eight Steps 

Unihan …” on the list and click uninstall on top of the list to start uninstall 

process. 

  



 
 

Appendix A 

 

Part code list Third Edition ver 3.0 (this text uses 8suhU1, 8suhS1, 

8suhT1, 8suhA1 and 8suhJ1 fonts for display) 

一丶 𪛙 code 1 

矛 code d1j1 

丁  code 1j 

于 code 2j 

寸手扌亅𬺰㇁code j 

才纔 code J1 

五丆丅㇇㇉ 𠃌𭃂code 5 

刀丌 code 5i 

刃 code 5i1 

 code 5ie8 

亓 code 15i 

兀几𠘧 八䒑癶  code 8 

元 code 18 

完  code 1n18 

匹 code 8u 

甚 code h28u 

微 code 2iiu8cx 



 
 

㕣𠮦  code 8o 

牙㸦 code cj1 

失 code c1 

𠂉 code c 

欠 code ca 

尓尔 code cs  

𰆊卩勹衣衤夕厶𠫔𠫓龴𠚤𧘇  code d 

的 code 1qd1 

句  code do 

勺 code d1 

 code di 

匁m code di1 

台 code dks 

枲 code dkst 

炱 code dks8a 

臺  code dkt 

儿 code i7 

尣 code 8i7 

兆 code i74 

貝𥃯 code e8 

見 code ei7 



 
 

𠘭𠘺 code d8 

允充 code di7 

爷 code 8xd 

令 code a1d 

节 code hd 

𠬝 code dx 

𦘿 code mdx 

報 code Lydx 

龷𠃊 由甘廿甴凵匚 code u 

世巨臣𦣝𠙿   code uu 

㡭  code 7d2su  

𢆸 code 7d2u 

幽 code 7d2iu 

𦁚 code 7dsu7d2 

𦣞叵  code uo 

𦰩 code uoa 

堇𮎹𡏳𦹆 菫𡎸  code uoL 

只 code o8 

兄 code oi7 

与𭁈𭁇𭁉  code whs 

與𫟋  code wht 



 
 

 

Interchange ruLes 

Special consideration 臼 𦥑 are two different characters. 

When come to 𦥔, the keycode is ggk. 𦥑 is considered as 臼 

Like 叟 the keycode is ggkx. 叟 

 

 

You may skip this paragraph in small prirnt 

(Future endeavor)  There are several characters required special selection to achieve proper conversion from simplified, 

traditional and ancient Han and vice versa 

 

Example 窑窯窰䆙𥥲𥧳𥨭𥧟𡏟匋陶𨹋𨺃𡍒𰉷淘洮 

One to one conversion eg.   (淘)洮 

One to many e.g.  (窯)窰䆙𥥲𥧳𥨭𥧟𡏟 

Many to one e.g. 窑窯窰䆙𥥲𥧳𥨭𥧟𡏟(匋)陶𨹋𨺃𡍒𰉷 

Many to many e.g.  窑窯窰䆙𥥲𥧳𥨭𥧟𡏟(陶)𨹋𨺃𡍒𰉷淘洮 

 

Strokes rules 

Intersecting rule 交叉规则 

The character 一 is given a key code “1”. When 一 intersect with any 

other stroke the key code becomes “d” (e.g. 弋d7, 斗2dk) 



 
 

The common parts 丿丨⺊are given a key code “I”. When 丿丨⺊ 

intersect with another stroke the key code becomes “k” (e.g.千2k , 𬼉

2k7 免5ok7)   

End of intersecting rule 

  

Multiple rule多次规则 

When a character is double horizontally the key code is 2 （e.g. 昍q2,夶b2,林t2） 

When a character is triple horizontally or in pyramid shape the key code 

is 3 (e.g. 𠱠o3,品o3,晶q3,𡘙b3,森t3) 

When a character is quadruple in square box or in diamond shape the key 

code is 4 (e.g. 𣊫q4,𪱈q4,㗊o4) 

When a character appeared 5 times in a square box the key code is 5 (e.g. 

𠾅o5) 

When a character with complex key code is double or triple vertically the 

key code is “s “  which means stack  

 (e.g.  𢨳1ps,𢩕1ps,戔d7s,畺1fs1𢨋do17s ) 

End of multiple rule 

 

Simplified complex common part rule 简化综合字形规则 

1) When a character is built up from several common parts and the 

condition is these parts can be clearly divided into more than 2 rows. 

Any row with 3 columns will be simplified. The simplified rule is to 

ignore both side of common part and take only the center one. (e.g. 齊

2y82, 羸2uoy) 



 
 

2) When a complex character is having several glyphs or variants  a 

standard (std) key code is used. 

a) 臿臿𦥛std key code 2kgg 

b) 奥奧𢍢  std key code is au (Austria奥大利, Australia澳洲) 

c) 粤粵𫒀  std key code is ctn ( Cantonese) 

d) 華華𦻏蕐𡾀𡼙𦾓 std key code is hwt (hwa traditional) 

 华 key code is hws ( hwa simplified) 

e) 堇菫蓳𡎸𡏳𡐳𦰌𦸧𦸨𦹆𦻋𦻍𨤬  std key code is uol(take top two 

parts and bottom one part) 

f) 壽𡔽夀𪤳𤕋𠷎𠼡壽𦓃𦓆𠭵 std key code is lft (life traditional) 

g) 寿𦍸 std key code is lfs (Life simplified) 

h) 享𩫏𩫖𩫗𩫃𠅖亯𠅷𦕺𠅠 𬴘𦎫𦎧𠆆𬙸 std keycode is 2okd (take 

simplified key code)  

i) 示礻𥘅𡭕 std key code is rv (revelation) 

j) 衣衤衣𧘇  std key code is d (dress)  

k) 郁鬱𩰪鬰欝欎𣡸𦉚𦉠𩏴𣡡𣡱𣠵𣠈𣡇 std keycode is dpr (depress 

L) 册𠕁(冊𠕋 ) std key code is bk (book) 

m) 歲嵗歳歲𫞓𡻕 std key code is agt (age traditional) 

n) 岁㱑 std key code is ags (age simplified) 

o) 鬥鬦閗鬬鬭𨷖𧯞𨶜𩰖𩰚鬪 std key code is fgt (fight) 

p) 金釒𨤾𠉓𠊍𨥀𨥄 std key code is gdt (gold traditional) 



 
 

q) 𦰩 std key code is uoa 

難std key code is uoasb the rest of 𩀤𩁘𩁚𩁤𩁢𩁣𩁪𩁮𩁬𩁲𩁳 std key 

code is uoLsb  

r) 聽聼聴𦗟𦘏 std key code is Lt (listen) 

s) 猪豬豕豕𢑳𬺻𧰧𬺷 std key code pg (pig)  

t) 兔兎兔𪞁𭀣𭀥 std key code rb (rabbit) 

u) 㲋𣬋   std key code rbL (rabbit Large，rabbit like ) 

v) 尋𡬶㝷𣕠𢍟𠙛𣕡 std key code is skt (seek traditional) 

w) 真眞真真𫞲眞 std key code is tr (true) 

x) 龜𤕣𪚦𪚨𪚴  std key code is ttt (turtle ,tortoise 

traditional) 

y) 龟𪛉亀𬺞 std key code is tts (turtle, tortoise simplified ) 

z) 齒𠚒歯𣥫𣦗 std key code is tet (teeth traditional) 

 齿std key code is tes (teeth simplified) 

aa) 直𥄂  std keycode is str (straight) 

bb) 鄉鄕鄊郷 std keycode is vlg (village) 

cc) 盐塩𥂁 std key code is sLs (salt simplified) 

dd) 鹽䀋𪉩𪉹 std key code is sLt (salt traditional) 

ee) 吴吳std key code is o1b (surname) 

     std key code is o7b 

End of simplified complex character rule 



 
 

 

Dot rule 

Dot that does not contribute a significant change to the meaning of the 

character is ignored 

𧈡蚤𫊫 std key is xod 

圡𡈽 std key is L 

𠂭 std key is x 

𠚍 std key is xu 

鬯std key is xu7 

𡕰 std key is xu81x 

𭐝𭼽 (癶)std key is 1x 

杀𣏂 std key is xt 

者  std key is xrq 

 

Variants of character rule   异体族字码规则 

There are several common parts which can share same key code for they 

have similar characteristic. In order to simplify the key codes of those 

variations, a standard key code is used for each of those groups. They 

are 

1) 天夭 key code 1b 

2) 王壬𡈼𤣩 key code 1L 

3) 四罒龱罓网𠔿冈四𦉫𦉪𠁤 key code 4  



 
 

4) 五𢀑𫝀 ㇉𠃑𠃌𠄡𠃍丅乛㇇ key code 5 

5) 七匕𠤎㇂𠃋乚七 key code 7  

6) 糹糸 key code 7ds 

7) 八癶 丷䒑 𠘧 兀  key code 8  

8) 㕣𠮦 key code 8o 

9) 九⺄  key code 9 

10) 人𠆢 入亻 key code a 

11) 亽亼 key code a1 

12) 大亇  key code b 

13) 竹𥫗key code bb 

14) 舟（ ..etc）key code bt 

15) 牛𠂉𡕒𠂒㐄 key code c  

16) 犬犭狗 key code dg 

17) 龍 key code dgt 

18) 鹿 𢈘  key code dr 

19) 門𨳇𨳈 key code gtt  

20) 艹卄廾廾卝卅卌𠀎𢌬𪜀 𫡃艸 𬻂key code h  

21) 髟𢀂巤 key code hr 

22) 我㇒丿丨⺊ key code I 

23) 手扌亅㇁  key code j 



 
 

24) 月爫 円冃𮌇肉 key code m 

25) 母毋毌𣫬 key code mm 

26) 口㇣ key code o 

27) 吕呂 key code oo 

28) 猪豬豕豕𢑳𬺻𧰧𧰧𬺷𧰨 key code pg (𧰨 means 聚) 

29) 囊𡄜嚢 key code pk 

30) 申(𦥔𤱓𦦀𣇗𢑚𠭜𠭙）key code qk  

31) 兔兎兔𪞁 key code rb 

32) 㲋𣬋 key code rbL 

33) 石䂖𥐖𥐘 key code rk 

34) 雨𠕲 𮦄𮦆key code rn 

35) 鼠鼡䑕 key code rt 

36) 木𣎳朩𬂛 key code t 

37) 虎虍 乕𭘑key code tg 

38) 氐氐 key code ud71 

39) 風凬𠙊  key code wdt 

40) 风 key code wds 

41) 与𫤰𭁈𭁇𭁉𭁕 key code whs 

42) 與𫟋  key code wht 

43) 羊⺶𦍌𦍍𢆉丫𦍋羋 key code y 



 
 

44) 辶乙乀乁𠄎 ㇋ key code z 

End of variants rule 

 

77   Characters with English mnemonics  

a  人𠆢亻𬼂 adam 

ags  岁㱑 age simplified 

agt  嵗歲歳 age traditional 

b  大 big 

bb  竹𥫗 bamboo 

bds  鸟 bird simplified 

bdt  鳥 bird traditional 

bdy  身 body 

bk  𠕁册 book 

bt  舟𣍝  boat 

c  牛 cow 

crs  车 car simplified 

crt  車 car traditional 

ctn  粵粤𫒀 Cantonese 

d  夕 dusk 

d  衣衤 dress 



 
 

dks  台 desk simplified 

dkt  臺 desk traditional 

dpr  郁鬱𩰪鬰欝欎𣡸𦉚𦉠𩏴𣡡𣡱𣠵𣠈𣡇 depress 

dg  犬犭狗 dog 

dgs  龙 dragon simplified 

dgt  龍 dragon traditional 

dr  鹿𢈘𢉖 deer 

gts   门 gate simplified 

gtt   門 gate traditional 

e  目 eye 

egg  卵 egg 

ess  东 east simplified 

est  東 east traditional 

f  田 field 

fds  饣 food simplified 

fdt  食 food traditional 

fgt  鬥[鬦閗鬬鬭𨷖𧯞𨶜𩰖𩰚鬪]   fight 

fys  飞 fly simplified 

fyt  飛 fly traditional 

g  女 girl 

gds  钅 gold simplified 



 
 

gdt  金 gold traditional 

gs  气氣  gas 

h  艹艸 hay 

hr  髟,𢀂巤 hair, animal hair  

hrs  马 horse simplified 

hrt  馬 horse traditional 

i  我 I  

kd  子 kid 

L  土 Land 

Lfs  寿𦍸 Life simplified 

Lft  壽夀𭉠𭐖𡔽𡭏𭐙𡔺𪤳𠃬 𠷎 𦓂𦓃𦓆𧈙𤕋 Life traditional 

Lgs  长 Long simplified 

Lgt  長镸[𨱘𨱗仧兏𠇬𠑷𠑻𠑿𠔊𠤐𡕣 ] Long traditional 

Ls  听 Listen Simplifiedls 

Lt   聽聼聴𦘏`Listen Traditional 

Lvs  爱 Love simplified 

Lvt  愛 Love traditional 

m  月,肉 moon, meat 

mm  母 mum 

nm  名 name 

ns  鼻 nose 



 
 

nth  北 north 

pg  豬豕𧰧𬺷𬺻豕 (𧰨)  pig 

pk  囊𡄜嚢 pocket 

rb  兔兎𪞁 rabbit 

rbL  㲋𣬋  rabbit Like, rabbit large in size 

rk  石䂖 rock 

rn  雨𠕲 rain 

rt  鼠鼡䑕𠂡 rat 

rv  示礻 revelation 

s  小小⺌⺍  small 

sb  隹 short tailed bird 

sdg  尨 shaggy dog  

skn  皮 skin 

sks  寻 seek simplified 

skt  尋𡬶㝷𣕠𢍟𠙛𣕡 seek traditional 

sLs  盐塩𥂁 salt simplified 

sLt  鹽䀋𪉩𪉹 salt traditional 

sq  方 square 

sth  南 south 

str  直𥄂 straight  



 
 

t  木𬂛 timber 

tes  齿 teeth simplified 

tet  齒 teeth traditional 

tg  虎虍乕𭘑𮓗𮓙  tiger 

tr  真眞真真𫞲 true (real) 

tts  龟亀 turtLe simplified 

ttt  龜𤕣 turtLe traditional 

vLg  鄉鄕鄊郷𨝅   village 

wds  风 wind simplified 

wdt  風  wind traditional 

wn  酒酉 wine   

wst  西覀襾 west 

whs  与  with simplified 

wht  與 with traditional 

wts  麦 wheat simplified 

wtt  麥 wheat traditional 

yLw  黄黃 yellow 

you  你 you 

End of English mnemonics 

 

Examples of general key codes 



 
 

0(zero)  零,囗  

01L  囯 

01L1  国  

02kd    

08  𡆦 

08n  囧 

0a  囚 

0a4  𥁕 

0d   

0do17  國  

0dqdj  團 

0j  団𡆺 

0j1  团 

0o  囬回 

1  一  丶𪛙 

127  毛  

12k13k 拜  

12ke  看  

12z  乏  

15i  亓  

17  乇 



 
 

1791  瓦 

17L2  𡊥 

17L7   

1us  乐  

18  乊凢 

181  亞  

18j  乎  

19   

1b  天夭 

1bo  呑吞 

1bono  喬 

1bw  忝 

1d  么歹 

1d5  亐 

1d7  死  

1g  互 

1g2  亙 

1h  开幵  

1i1  下 

1ia  疋𤴓  

1j  丁𠄐  



 
 

1k  𬻺𬺳   

1k51  为 

1k1154  為 

1L  王𡈼壬  

1L1  玉 

1Ld  丢丟  

1Li7    

1n  宀  

1n12  丽丽 

1n12dr  麗  

1n1u8  寅  

1n8  穴  

1nd57  宛  

1nhei7  寛  

1nhei71  寬  

1nt  宋 ` 

1ocny  𩰬  

1oi1oj  哥  

1oj  可  

1ony  鬲  

1p  户戶戸    



 
 

1psq  房房  

1pu  𠂤 

1puu  𨸏  

1q  白  

1q7d  卽  

1qkx(1f1x) 卑 

1r  广  

1r2k  𢇛 

1r2  疒  

1r21na  病  

1r7  无  

1rt  床  

1rt2  麻 

1t  禾  

1tdiaj4 黎 

1taj4  黍  

1551  乌 

18  元 

1qd1  的 

1qk1  更 

1u154  烏 



 
 

1u7   

7u5e8  頓 

1x  夂𭐝𭼽 

2 二𠄠亠𡿨冫  

22  巜  

22o  言  

23  巛𡿦  

24L    

24L4  熏 

25  亏 

27  戋𠖬  

27L2   

27nth   

28  立井亣   

281oj  竒 

282k  𠦒 

28r  产 

28r3  彦彥 

28rcL  産產 

28r8g88  𠔳  

28rg88  亷  



 
 

2a  夫 

2ae2(xe28) 𥈜 

2ad1   夜  

2d  𠂓云 

2dk  斗 

2hL  垂 

2hxu  𡸁 

2i  丬彳  

2j  亍于𠂌    

2k  千干 

2k2u5  𢏘   

2k7    

2ka2    

2ka4    

2kd  专 

2kgg  臿臿𦥛 

2knth  乖  

2ko   舌舌  

2L  龶主 

2L7ds  素 

2Ld  表𫠤 



 
 

2Ldcx  敖 

2Lm  青 

2Lmm  毒 

2okd  享(𩫏𩫖𩫗𩫃𠆆𦎫亯𠅠 𬴘) 

2okdki 郭(𨞥𨟍) 

2o0n8  亮 

2oni7  亮 

2ond    

2ono  高髙 

2qk  𢆍 

2qL  重𠗔𫟯  

2qL4   𤋱   

2r7    

2t  未末  

2u  亡𠅁  

2uoy  羸  

2x  文  

2y82  齊  

2z   之  

3  三氵𠁼  

37  㦮  



 
 

3i  爿  

3imj  將 

3k  丯丰  

3t  耒  

3uo  𣲳洍 

3uoa  漢 

3uoL  漌𣾑𤁉 

4  四皿𦉪𠁤 灬网𠔿𦉫冈龱罓罒  

4ir4  𥆞  

4k   

4L    

4L4  黑 

5  五𭃂𠄡𫝀𢀑㇉𠃑𠃌𠃍丅㇇乛丆  

50o  面 

51  工刁   

512  𬽡  

514  𥁁㠭 

51i72  歰 

54  而  

57  㔾乜 

5I  刀丌 



 
 

5i1  刃刄 

5a2L  巫 

5e1x  夏 

5e8  頁 

5ei7  𩑋  

5f1   鱼  

5f4   魚  

5fb  𩵋  

5i  刀丌 

5i1  不刃刄 

5k   力  

5k7  也  

5ki  那 

5m1   

5mk  角  

5mnw1x 憂  

5na  页 

5oc  韋  

5ok7  免免免 

5opg  象 

5q  百   



 
 

5ui7  色 

5x1  丑 

6  六 

666  鬼   

6od  袞 

6x  交  

7  七匕𠤎 𠃋𠄌乚   

72x  毕  

758  𫠣 

771  纟乡 

7b  夨 

7d  幺 

7d2da7 幾 

7d2su  㡭𢇍 

7d2suf5 斷𣃔 

7d28uf5 㫁 

7ds  糸糹 

7gq    

7ix  𠬞収 

7n   

7u  屯 



 
 

8  八丷䒑癶 兀𠘧几儿  

82  𭀝 

81  𠀌  

81h  発 

81o8  𧯚登豋 

82  𠘬𭂬 

82d  𰃝 

84q  曾 

85  𠔃𬺸 

85i  分 

86  非 

861  韭 

88  𩇦 𩇧𩇨  

8a   火  

8a2  炏  

8a2nt  榮 

8d  公兯𠔀  

8g88  兼  

8h  并幷  

8nt  㡀  

8pg  㒸 



 
 

8rv  祭 

8t  朵米 

8tu  粙 粓 

8u58x  發  

8uu  戼 

8vq  普  

8x  殳 

8u  匹 

9  九⺄ 

91  丸    

92k  丮  

9x  卂卆  

a  人𠆢 入亻  

a1  亽𠓛亼 

a15  今今 

a1d  令令令 

a1gio  倉倉 

a1L  全任 

a1m22  兪 

a1mij  俞 

a1o2a2 僉 



 
 

a1s1  佥  

a1t  余𪜱𪜰 

a3  众㐱 

a57  仓 

aa2  𫡑𰁧 

aa215   

ags  岁㱑  

agt  嵗歲歳 

ai  个  

au  奥奧𢍢  

b  大 亇  

b1oj  奇 

b5q2  奭  

b8  𡗜  

ba2  夾㚒  

bb  竹𥫗 

bb127  笔  

bbgdd  節 

bbuub4 籃 

bds  鸟  

bdt  鳥 



 
 

bdy  身 

bk  𠕁册[冊𠕋 ...etc］ 

bk8  典 

bLgt  套𡘷 

bsb  奞 

bt  舟 𣍝   

c  牛𠂒𡕒㐄𠂉  

c1  失 

c7  旡兂 

ci7  先  

cb  矢  

csb  𮥶 

ch14  無  

ch1dc  舞  

cj1  牙㸦 

ck  午 

cku  缶𦈢 

ckud  缷 

cL  生  

cmm  每  

cnkij  制 



 
 

co  告吿  

crs  车  

crt  車  

cs  尓尔  

ct  朱 

ctn  粵粤𫒀  

cx  攵 

d  勹夕衣衤厶𠫔龴𠚤 𠫓𧘇 卩𰆊 

d1  勺卫𠀄卪 

d12  𠨖 

d2  匀勻  

d4   

d4t  柬  

d57  夗  

d7  弋戈𢦍𢦑𫠠𮕤𠫖𡖅 

d8  勿䘛𠘭𧘊𧘋 

d87  㐬𠫝     

d8b  夹 

d8t  来匊𬡖𪤹 

da2t  來 

da4x   



 
 

dc  舛  

dd  多勾匇匆匆  

dg  犬犭狗  

dg57  犯  

dgs  龙  

dgt  龍狇𤝂𣏃𣏃  

di   

di1  外匁  

di7  充允 

dj41  求  

dks  台 

dkt  臺 

dL  至 

dm  育育 

dmk  甬𧙚𮗠  

dmk1  甫 

dnk  巿𢁟𪤷𢁔䘜 

do  句 

dnt  朿  

do17s  𢨋  

dok  𰀉𡖌衶 



 
 

dot  束 

dpr  鬱𩰪鬰欝欎𣡸𦉚𦉠𩏴𣡡𣡱𣠵𣠈𣡇郁 

dqd   

dqdj  專 

dqk  𤰔𫋵 

dr  鹿𢈘 𢉖𮭱 

dr1w1x  慶 

du  𠙸袖 

du7  包包𬡆甙𭚡 

dud  叀 

e  目  

e8  貝𥃯 

egg  卵 

ei7  見 

er  耳     

ercx  敢 

erv  県眎𥄚𥄙   

erv17ds 縣  

ess  东  

est  東  

f  田 𠂆𠂋  



 
 

f1d  畏  

f5  斤 

f51  斥 

f7  𤓰  

fd  瓜𬏀𰢼𫞫𤰜畩 

fds  饣 

fdt  食  

fgt  鬥鬦閗鬬鬭𨷖𧯞𨶜𩰖𩰚鬪（斗2dk） 

fh2k  畢 

fi  爪   

fL  丘 

fL1  乒乓 

fL8  兵 

fu2  𠂢  

fx  反反  

fys  飞 

fyt  飛𩙱 

g  女彑彐⺕  

gk  尹 

gko  君 

g2k  聿  



 
 

g8t8  粛 

ga   

gdd  即  

gds  钅  

gdt  金釒𨤾𠉓𠊍𨥀𨥄 

gg  臼𦥑𦥒 𢑑妇𢑒㚣   

gga  臾 

ggd4  舄 

ggkx  叟 

ggn1on85 𦦡  

ggxx    

ggxxn  𦥯  

gi  𠁣娥 

gj4  彔录  

gk  肀  

gkh  肅 

gkoy  羣群 

gs  气氣 

gt8  肃 

gts  门  

gtt   門𨳈𨳇  



 
 

h  艹𫡃𢌬卝𠀎卌卄廾卅𪜀 廾𣶒艸𬻂 

h1  𠥻㐀 

h2  𠦌 

h211  𠀫𠀪 

h28  其 

h28L  基  

h2u8  甚 

h5mk  𤰇𬜲 

hat  茶 

ho2sb  雚  

hosb   

hox  𮧓 

hqx  草  

hr  髟𢀂巤  

hrs  马  

hrt  馬 

huub4  藍 

hws  华  

hwt  華[䔢𠌶𡼙𦻏蕐𡾀] 

i  我,丿丨⺊  

i1  上卜 



 
 

i2  𰀠 

i3  片  

i7  止  

i7s1  步歩  

i9  𠘨  

i92    

i9d  𠫗𠘯𡖆 

ip  卢 

iqx  卓  

iu  山 

iu1L   

iu2L   

iu8  𫵳𡵉𡵂  

iu8cx  𢼸𣁋 

iuL  𤯓  

ix  攴 

j  扌手亅㇁㇁𬺰寸 

j1  才  

j1j  打 

j4  水氺㧏𢪾 

j41  氷  



 
 

jj  抙 

k  了𠄏  

kd  子孑孓𡤼孒  

ki  阝  

L  土士丄  

Ld  去 

Ld5  刧𪢳  

Ldd  却𡋡垑 

Lfs  寿𦍸  

Lft  壽[𤕋𠷎𡔽夀𪤳 𦓆𦓃𠭵] 

Lgs  长𡉛  

Lgt  長镸長[𨱘𨱗仧兏𠇬𠑷𠑻𠑿𠔊𠤐𡕣 ] 

Li7  圥址  

Lod  袁 

Lt   聽[聴聼𦘏𦗟]𣏅𡉿   

Lvs  爱  

Lvt  愛[𢜤𭐫]  

m  月肉⺼爫 円冃冃  

mi1154 爲 

m1  且 



 
 

m8a  炙  

mcku  䍃  

mdg4  然  

mk  用  

mm  母毌毋䏑朒𦙔  

mpg  豸𮙥 

n  甲曱⺆冂冖𠂊𭁟 

n17  见冗  

n2  丹冄 

n38  具 

n8  𠕶  

n8  冗㓁𠃢𦉭 

n82u  罔  

n8d    

n8o  冏  

na   内內內贝  

nd  农  

ni7gg  黽  

nk7  冘  

nk9d   

nL  冉 



 
 

nm  名肎  

nn  冎 𠔽𠕄  

nnm  骨  

ns  鼻[𮮰𮮱𮮲𮮴𮮵]  

nth  北  

nu  凸  

ny    

nyu  岡  

o  口㇣ 𫩏  

o8  只 

od  𠮠 

oi7  兄 

ok  中  

oL  𠀐  

oo  吕呂𠯮 

ook  串 

oq7  黾  

ot  呆  

p  尸 

p2  𡰥 

pdL  屋  



 
 

pg  豕𧰧𬺷𬺻豕猪豬𧱭𧳯  

pk  𡄜囊  

q  日曰𠮚    

q2k  旱  

q4  昷 

q5i1   𣅉 

q8  曲  

q8r2d  農 

qL4  黒 

qa  㬰 

qdt  果  

qe  冒  

qh2k  畢𪰞  

qhwt  曄[𣋌曅𣋓]   

qk  申[𦥔𢑚𠭜𠭙𦦀𤰶] 

qx  早  

r  厂𠂇  

r17  戌戍  

r21   

r2d  辰 

r2k  厈 



 
 

r3  𤕫 

r37   

r3uu7  臧 

r51  左  

r57  成 

r7  戊  

r71  尤  

rb  兔兎𪞁  

rbL  㲋𣬋  

rk  石䂖𥐖  

rmki  郁 

rn  雨𠕲  

rt  鼠鼡䑕  

rv  示礻𥘅𡭕  

rx  友 

rx1  发髮發  

s  小𡭔 ⺌⺍ 

s1  少 

sb  隹  

sbu5  雋 



 
 

sdg  尨  

si7  光  

skn  皮  

sks  寻  

skt  尋[𡬶㝷𣕠𢍟𠙛𣕡] 

sLs  盐[塩𥂁]  

sLt  鹽[䀋𪉩𪉹]  

sn    

sq  方  

sth  南  

str  直𥄂   

t  木𣎳朩𬂛  

t1  朮术 

t3  杉  

td  本  

tes  齿  

tet  齒[𠚒歯𣥫𣦊] 

tg  虎虍𭅰乕𭘑  

tg1x8  𠙚處  

tgdd  𠁅䖏 

tgpg  豦𮙟 



 
 

tgv  虚虛  

tr  真眞  

tts  龟[𪛉亀] 

ttt  龜 [𤕣 𪚦𪚨𪚴]   

u  由甴甘廿龷匚匸 𠃊𠃎 凵𠙵𠙴  

u1  𠀗𠀖 𠁿𬼖  

u2  𤮺𠦜 

u5  弓卬  

u5i  𠥭 

u7  己已巳  

u7k  𠦁 

u8  共 

ucb7  医  

ucb8xwn  醫 

ud7  氏 

ud71  氐  

udk  𣁬 

ui7  巴 

uk  屮丗𠀍 

uk1L  㞷𡉚 

uL  㞢𡳿 



 
 

uo  叵𦣞  

uoasb  難 

uoL  堇菫蓳𡎸𡏳𡐳𦰌𦸧𦸨𦹆𦻋𦻍𨤬  

uoLsb  𩀤𩁘𩁚𩁤𩁢𩁣𩁪𩁮𩁬𩁲𩁳 

uox  革 

ut  某  

uu  凹世巨𫧋臣𠙿  

uu81  𠁁  

uui7  兕  

uub4  監 

v  业[ 丱] 

vLg  鄉[鄕鄊郷𨝅]  

vy  丵 

vya  業 

w  心𢖩忄⺗  

w1  必 

w1x  𢖻  

wds  风 

wdt  風凬𠙊 𢛐  

whs   与𫤰𭁇𭁈𭁉𭁕 

wht  與𫟋 



 
 

wn  酉酒  

wst  西覀襾 

wts  麦 

wtt  麥 

x  又十𬂛㐅乂卍卐𠂭  

x1  叉 㕚 卞𬺱  

x5q2b  𠁗  

x80o  啬 

xdk  𠥼 

xm1   

xod  𧈡蚤蚤𫊫 

xod2  𧎮 

xqx  𠦝  

xr  耂  

xr15  考 

xr7  老  

xrq  者   

xt  杀𣏂  

xui7  兇  

y  羊[⺶𦍌𦍍𢆉𦍋羋丫 ]  

y1   



 
 

y11gd  養 

y154  羕  

ya  𦍎  

yb  美 

ye  着  

yg  姜 

yLw  黄黃  

you  你  

z  乙乀𠄎乃⻎   

z8  𠃓   

End of key code example  
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